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Duke of Austria and Styria

	Rudolf II
	[image: ]Rudolf I in the marriage of his son Rudolf II to Agnes of Bohemia.

	Duke of Austria and Styria
with Albert I
	Reign	1282 – 1 June 1283
	Predecessor	Rudolf I of Germany
	Successor	Albert I of Germany
	

	Born	c. 1270
Rheinfelden, Swabia
	Died	(1290-05-10)10 May 1290
Prague, Bohemia
	Burial	St. Vitus Cathedral, Prague

	Spouse	Agnes of Bohemia
	Issue	John Parricida
	House	House of Habsburg
	Father	Rudolf I of Germany
	Mother	Gertrude of Hohenberg


Rudolf II (c. 1270 – 10 May 1290), a member of the House of Habsburg, was Duke of Austria and Styria from 1282 to 1283, jointly with his elder brother Albert I, who succeeded him.


Biography[edit]

Rudolf II was born in Rheinfelden, Swabia, the youngest son of Count Rudolf of Habsburg and his first wife Gertrude of Hohenberg to survive infancy. In 1273 his father was elected king of Germany, the first of the Habsburg dynasty, whereafter he seized the "princeless" duchies of Austria, Styria and Carinthia from the Bohemian king Ottokar II. After King Ottokar was defeated and killed in the 1278 Battle on the Marchfeld, King Rudolf in December 1282 vested his sons Albert and Rudolf II with the Austrian and Styrian duchies. However, in the Treaty of Rheinfelden on 1 June 1283 Rudolf II had to relinquish his share in favour of his elder brother Albert. 

In compensation Rudolf II was designated as future king and his father appointed him a "duke of Swabia" - more or less an honorific title, as the former stem duchy had been in long-term disarray after the last Hohenstaufen duke, the underage Conradin, was killed in 1268. In Swabia the former counts of Habsburg only held various smaller home territories, later summed up as Further Austria, of which Rudolf II never got hold.

In the course of the reconciliation process with the Bohemian Přemyslid dynasty, Rudolf II in 1289 married Agnes (1269-1296), daughter of the late King Ottokar II. Rudolf II died suddenly at the age of 20 in Prague, where he stayed at the court of his brother-in-law King Wenceslaus II. In the same year his son, John Parricida, was born. His brother's failure to ensure that Rudolf II would be adequately compensated for relinquishing his claim on the throne caused strife in the Habsburg dynasty, leading to the assassination of Albert I by Rudolph's son, John, in 1308.
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Count of Habsburg
(c. 1188–1239)
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of Germany
(c. 1218–1291)
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of Germany
(1255–1308)					Hartmann
(1263–1281)				Rudolf II
Duke of Austria
(1270–1290)

																																																																							
																												
																																		Rudolf I
of Bohemia
(1281–1307)		Frederick
the Fair
(c. 1289–1330)		Leopold I
Duke of Austria
(1290–1326)			Albert II
Duke of Austria
(1298–1358)			Henry
the Friendly
(1299–1327)		Otto
Duke of Austria
(1301–1339)		John
Parricida
(c. 1290–1312/13)
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Duke of Austria
(1339–1365)		Frederick III
Duke of Austria
(1347–1362)			Albert III
Duke of Austria
(1349–1395)											Leopold III
Duke of Austria
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Duke of Austria
(1327–1344)		Leopold II
Duke of Austria
(1328–1344)
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Duke of Austria
(1377–1404)		William
Duke of Austria
(c. 1370–1406)		Leopold IV
Duke of Austria
(1371–1411)			Ernest
Duke of Austria
(1377–1424)							Frederick IV
Duke of Austria
(1382–1439)

																																																																							
						
																																		Albert II
of Germany
(1397–1439)											Frederick III
HRE
(1415–1493)			Albert VI
Archduke of Austria
(1418–1463)		Sigismund
Archduke of Austria
(1427–1496)

																																																																					

																																		Ladislaus
the Posthumous
(1440–1457)											Maximilian I
HRE
(1459–1519)
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of Castile
(1478–1506)
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HRE
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Archduke of Austria
(1529–1595)				Charles II
Archduke of Austria
(1540–1590)
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Prince of Asturias
(1545–1568)		Philip III
of Spain
(1578–1621)				Rudolf II
HRE
(1552–1612)		Ernest
of Austria
(1553–1595)		Matthias
HRE
(1557–1619)		Maximilian III
Archduke of Austria
(1558–1618)		Albert VII
Archduke of Austria
(1559–1621)		Wenceslaus
Archduke of Austria
(1561–1578)		Andrew
Margrave of Burgau
(1558–1600)		Charles
Margrave of Burgau
(1560–1618)		Ferdinand II
HRE
(1578–1637)		Maximilian Ernest
of Austria
(1583–1616)				Leopold V
Archduke of Austria
(1586–1632)		Charles
of Austria
(1590–1624)

																																																																											
																											
									Philip IV
of Spain
(1605–1665)		Charles
of Austria
(1607–1632)		Ferdinand
of Austria
(1609–1641)																								John-Charles
of Austria
(1605–1619)		Ferdinand III
HRE
(1608–1657)		Leopold Wilhelm
of Austria
(1614–1662)		Ferdinand Charles
Archduke of Austria
(1628–1662)		Sigismund Francis
Archduke of Austria
(1630–1665)

																																																																								
																	
					Balthasar Charles
Prince of Asturias
(1629–1646)		Charles II
of Spain
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King of the Romans
(1633–1654)		Leopold I
HRE
(1640–1705)		Charles Joseph
of Austria
(1649–1664)

																																																																						
						
																																													Joseph I
HRE
(1678–1711)		Charles VI
HRE
(1685–1740)

																																																																			




	Notes:

	^ "Habsburg family tree". Habsburg family website. 28 October 2023. Retrieved 28 October 2023.
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	House of Babenberg	
	Leopold I the Illustrious (976–994)
	Henry I the Strong (994–1018)
	Adalbert the Victorious (1018–1055)
	Ernest the Brave (1055–1075)
	Leopold II the Fair (1075–1095)
	Leopold III the Good (1095–1136)
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	Maximilian I the Last Knight (1493–1519)
	Charles I (1519–1521)
	Ferdinand I (1521–1564)
	Maximilian II (1564–1576)
	Rudolf V (1576–1608)
	Matthias (1608–1619)
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	Ferdinand III (1590, 1619–1637)
	Ferdinand IV (1637–1657)
	Leopold V (1623–1632)
	Ferdinand Charles (1632–1662)
	Sigismund Francis (1662–1665)
	Leopold VI (1657, 1665–1705)
	Joseph I (1705–1711)
	Charles III (1711–1740)
	Maria Theresa (1740–1780)
	Francis I Stephen (1740–1765)
	Joseph II (1765–1790)
	Leopold VII (1790–1792)
	Francis II (1792–1835)
	Ferdinand I (1835–1848)
	Francis Joseph I (1848–1916)
	Charles I (1916–1918)




	House of Habsburg
Styria, Carinthia, Carniola	
	Leopold III the Just (1365–1386)
	William the Courteous (1386–1406)
	Leopold IV the Fat (1386–1411)
	Ernest the Iron (1402–1424)
	Frederick V the Peaceful (1424–1493)
	Albert VI the Prodigal (1457–1463)
	Maximilian I the Last Knight (1493–1519)
	Charles I (1519–1521)
	Ferdinand I (1521–1564)
	Charles II (1564–1590)
	Ferdinand III (1590–1637)




	House of Habsburg
Tyrol	
	Rudolf IV the Founder (1363–1365)
	Leopold III the Just (1365–1386)
	William the Courteous (1386–1406)
	Frederick IV of the Empty Pockets (1406–1439)
	Sigismund the Rich (1439–1490)
	Maximilian I the Last Knight (1490–1519)
	Charles I (1519–1521)
	Ferdinand I (1521–1564)
	Ferdinand II (1564–1595)
	Matthias (1595–1619)
	Albert VII (1619)
	Ferdinand III (1619–1623)
	Leopold V (1623–1632)
	Ferdinand Charles (1632–1662)
	Sigismund Francis (1662–1665)
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